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Remarkable transmission of microwaves through a wall of long
metallic bricks
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The transmitted intensity of a microwave beam through a thick continuous metal wall will be
effectively zero due to the almost complete exclusion of the electric field from the metal. However,
it is shown here that by removing less than 20% of the wall material to produce a regular array of
bricks, up to 90% of the radiation is transmitted, despite the gaps between the bricks being less than
5% of the incident wavelength. This result is attributed to the excitation of a set of resonant waves
along the cavity length through the coupling together of surface–plasmon modes across its width.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1412593#
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The inspiration for this study originated from the intere
in the enhanced transmission of radiation through structu
metallic media such as freestanding rough1 or corrugated2,3

metallic films and periodic arrays of subwavelength holes4,5

These results have been attributed to either resonant or
nescent coupling between the surface–plasmon polarit6

~SPPs! that propagate along both the illuminated and ba
surfaces.2,7,8 Another recent development has been the re
ization of a family of self-coupled standing wave surfa
plasmons in deep, metal reflection gratings.9–12 In addition,
Portoet al.13 modeled the response of nondiffracting metal
diffraction gratings of (;l0) thickness with very narrow
slits ~!l0 ,lg wherelg is the grating pitch!. Similar model-
ing was undertaken by Astileanet al.14 who demonstrated
the transmission of light through a one-dimensional array
subwavelength width slits in silver films. They showed th
on resonance, the modes are standing waves formed b
coupling together of two SPPs, one on each metal–air in
face, across the cavity width. Very recently, the enhan
selective transmission of microwave radiation though a n
diffracting metal-slat grating was experimentally recorded15

In this study we explore the remarkably high reson
transmissivity of microwave radiation through a thick~.l0 ,
where l0 is the free-space wavelength!, two-dimensional
grating array. A square wooden frame, approximat
450 mm3450 mm is constructed, into which a series
grooves, each separated from the next by 4.4 mm, are
chined. The groove pattern on each side is mirrored b
pattern on the opposite side. A polymer fiber with a diame
of approximately 0.4 mm is then wrapped around the fra
so that it fits into the grooves. This leads to a regular squ
grid of fiber at both the front and back faces of the frame i
which approximately 8000 aluminum-alloy, square-sect
rods are inserted~Fig. 1!. The resulting sample is effectivel
a nondiffracting~at normal incidence! wall of long metallic
bricks or rods, where each rod is 35.6460.06 mm long and
3.9860.01 mm33.9860.01 mm in cross section, separat

a!Electronic mail: a.p.hibbins@exeter.ac.uk
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from its neighbors by a cavity 0.4160.02 mm wide. The size
of the array~385 mm! is substantially bigger than the diam
eter of the incident microwave beam~;200 mm!, and hence
the structure is effectively infinite in extent in thex–z plane.

The arrangement used to study the transmissivity in
work was designed so that a wide parallel microwave be
is incident upon the sample.16 The radiation in the wave-
length range 7.5,l0,16.7 mm is linearly polarized. To ac

FIG. 1. ~a! Photograph of a section of the sample used in this study.
length and width of each rod in the array are approximately 36 and 4 m
respectively, and the size of the complete sample has side lengths of ar
385 mm.~b! Schematic diagram illustrating the geometry of the fiber~black
and dark gray! with respect to the metal rods. The white area~that extends
along the entire length of the rod! indicates the region over which the field
illustrated in Fig. 3 are calculated.
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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count for any fluctuations in the power emitted from t
source, an analyzer divides the output from the signal de
tor ~via a horn antenna! by that from the reference. The re
sulting transmissivities from the sample are normalized
comparison with the intensity of the beam without t
sample.

Figure 2 shows the extraordinary wavelength-depend
transmissivities through the sample when the microw
electric field vector is orientated in thex direction at normal
incidence. The response from the sample for the orthogo
polarization is shown in the inset. Notice the remarkable
sult that the wavelengths at which the transmission max
are observed are more than 20 times the width of the
cavities. In addition, the transmission efficiencies through
sample are as high as 500% when normalized to the are
the cavity openings. By using the position of the spac
fibers within the cavities@A and B; see Fig. 1~b!# and the
refractive index of the fiber (nfiber) as fitting parameters, th
best-fit numerical model to the experimental data is illu
trated as a solid line. This modeled response was obtaine
using a code based on a finite element method~Ansoft
HFSS! with A56.5 mm,B54.6 mm, andnfiber52.4 ~where
A andB were allowed to vary within the errors in their me
sured values,A56.260.3 mm andB55.060.5 mm!. The
modeled transmission peaks are clearly more intense
those observed experimentally; this is due to the resid
angle spread in the beam.16 Since one set of horn antenna
and waveguides is required to study the 7.5,l0,11.3 mm
range, and another is required for the 11.3,l0,16.7 mm
range, the degree of beam spread, and hence the peak
mittivities over the two wavelength ranges, will also va
and this is clearly evident in Fig. 2. It is expected that,
normal incidence, the two linear, orthogonal polarizatio
would be degenerate and excite equivalent modes, yet s
differences are found in both the position and the heigh
the transmission resonances between the two polariza
~Fig. 2!. However upon rotating the sample 90° the respon
to the two incident polarizations are exactly reversed. T
original differences in the responses are therefore due to
geometry of the fibers that space the rods@Fig. 1~b!#.

FIG. 2. Experimentally measured transmitted signal through the sam
using normally incident radiation polarized with its electric vector orienta
in the x direction. The inset shows a near-identical response when the
thogonal polarization is incident. The circles and squares represent th
perimentally measured data recorded when using the two different se
horn antennas and waveguides. The solid line in the main diagram illust
the best-fit predictions calculated using the theoretical model.
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The real part of the wave vector of a coupled SPP,kSPP,
supported by a narrow open-ended cavity similar to th
studied here can be shown to be11

kSPP'k0F11
1

2
h2S 11A11

4

h2 ~11uemetalu! D G . ~1!

In this equation,h52/(k0Duemetalu), wherek052p/l0 is the
free-space wave vector of the incident beam,emetal is the
complex permittivity of the metal andD is the cavity width.
As predicted by Astileanet al.,14 the wave vector of the
coupled mode (kSPP) is expected to depend on the width
the cavity. However, for the microwave study presented
this work, uemetalu is extremely large such that withD
;1024 m, h is very small (;1024). Hence, the coupled
SPPs will have wave vectors very close to the free-sp
wave vectork0 and will be excited when the incident wave
length satisfies the Fabry–Pe´rot condition,

l05
2neffL

N
, ~2!

for normal incidence radiation. HereN is the number of
nodes~regions of zero field! within the cavity of lengthL and
effective refractive indexneff .

Using the experimentally determined position of t
transmission peaks and Eq.~2!, the orders of the resonan
modes and the value of the effective refractive index of
cavities may be determined. In Fig. 2, the peaks corresp
to the N55, 6, 7, 8 and 9 modes and hence the effect
refractive index of the cavities is calculated to beneff51.04
60.01. The uncertainty in this value is an indication of loc
effects~e.g., the position of the spacing fibers! on the micro-
wave field distribution within the cavities. In order to verif
this estimate, the effective refractive index is also calcula
in a different way. The value of the refractive index of th
fiber determined using the finite element modeling discus
above (nfiber52.4) and the percentage of volume of the fib
within the cavity ~2%! yield the valueneff51.03 the two
estimates are clearly in good agreement.

Computer modeling also gives the microwave elect
field intensity within the cavities. This is illustrated both fo
on and off resonance in Fig. 3 at points in the plane loca
at the midpoint of the rod’s side@Fig. 1~b!# with the incident
electric field orientated in thex direction. The regions of high
field intensity across the width of the cavity verify that for o
resonance of the 20.4 GHz mode, the SPPs on both me
air interfaces couple together across the gap and the ma
tude of the electric field within parts of cavity is enhanced
approximately 500%. For the resonance shown, the ca
contains five minima in electric field intensity~five half
wavelengths! which corresponds to theN55 Fabry–Pe´rot
resonance.

The work presented here has demonstrated experim
tally that a structurally strong and thick wall of metall
bricks spaced by narrow dielectric-filled cavities may sh
remarkable transmission of electromagnetic radiation.
specific frequencies, up to 90% of radiation incident up
the sample may be transmitted. This is despite the fact
the dielectric area presented is less than one fifth the are
the incident beam, and that the gaps between the rods are
than 5% of the incident wavelength. Since the transmiss
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of radiation relies on a resonant coupling condition be
satisfied, the device appears completely opaque at other
limeter wavelengths. Its use as a nondiffractive polarizati
insensitive microwave filter is therefore obvious: the leng
of the bricks and the refractive index of the material betwe
the bricks govern the frequencies at which it operates.
manufacture of samples scaled down in dimension for us

FIG. 3. ~a! Calculated electric field intensity in the vicinity of the cavity an
in the plane described in Fig. 1~b! on resonance of the 20.3 GHz mode.~b!
Line graph showing the on~20.3 GHz! and off resonance~22.0 GHz! elec-
tric field enhancement along the center of the cavity~solid and broken lines,
respectively!. The field enhancement outside the sample is shown in
black regions, and the positions of the line are also illustrated~gray lines!.
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infrared or even visible frequencies may also have signific
technical and commercial potential.

The authors would like to thank Piers Andrew and P
Cann for their help in constructing the sample. This wo
was carried out as part of Technology Group 09 of the M
Corporate Research Program.
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